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ABSTRACT
Care of the patient with spinal metastasis is challenging. The topic of this article is the treatment and prognosis of spinal metastases,
aiming to enumerate and analyze literature that addresses this treatment and prognosis. The methodology used was an integrative review
in the Virtual Health Library. Nineteen articles were identified demonstrating that there is research and scientific production in this area.
The thematic units and their categories are: treatment decision - prognostic scales or clinical neurological evaluation; types of treatment
- minimally invasive and/or traditional; and effectiveness of prognostic scales higher or lower probability of success, which provide insight
into the different possibilities of patient evaluation and their applicability in practice. When making the diagnosis, planning the treatment,
and establishing a prognosis, the professional must be in sync with current precepts and act based on the objective and subjective
characteristics of the patients, such as beliefs and values, which although immeasurable, influence the survival and the effectiveness of
treatment. Level of evidence I; Integrative Review.
Keywords: Neoplasm Metastasis; Spine; Therapeutics; Prognosis.

RESUMO
Já que o atendimento ao paciente com metástases na coluna vertebral é desafiador, o presente artigo tem como propósito o tratamento e o prognóstico das metástases espinhais, visando enumerar e analisar literaturas que abordam o tratamento e o prognóstico.
A metodologia utilizada consistia em uma revisão integrativa na Biblioteca Virtual de Saúde. Foram identificadas 19 literaturas demonstrando que há pesquisas e produções científicas nessa área, sendo que as unidades temáticas e suas categorias são: decisão quanto
ao tratamento - escalas prognósticas ou avaliação clínica neurológica; tipos de tratamento - minimamente invasivos e ou tradicionais;
efetividade das escalas de prognóstico - maior ou menor probabilidade de acerto; o que propicia vislumbrar as diferentes possibilidades
de avaliação do paciente e sua aplicabilidade na prática. O profissional, ao realizar o diagnóstico, planejar o tratamento e estabelecer
um prognóstico, deve estar em sincronia com os preceitos atuais e agir baseado nas características objetivas e nas subjetivas dos
pacientes que, apesar de imensuráveis, como crenças e valores, influenciam na sobrevivência e na eficácia do tratamento. Nível de
evidência I; Revisão Integrativa.
Descritores: Metástase Neoplásica; Coluna Vertebral; Terapêutica; Prognóstico.

RESUMEN
Ya que la atención al paciente con metástasis en la columna vertebral es desafiante, el presente artículo tiene como propósito el
tratamiento y el pronóstico de las metástasis espinales, con el objetivo de enumerar y analizar literaturas que abordan el tratamiento y el
pronóstico. La metodología utilizada consistía en una revisión integrativa en la Biblioteca Virtual de Salud. Se identificaron 19 literaturas
demostrando que hay investigaciones y producciones científicas en esta área, siendo que las unidades temáticas y sus categorías son:
decisión cuanto al tratamiento - escalas pronósticas o evaluación clínica neurológica; tipos de tratamiento - mínimamente invasivos y/o
tradicionales; efectividad de las escalas de pronóstico - mayor o menor probabilidad de acierto; lo que propicia vislumbrar las diferentes
posibilidades de evaluación del paciente y su aplicabilidad en la práctica. El profesional, al realizar el diagnóstico, planificar el tratamiento
y establecer un pronóstico, debe estar en sincronía con los preceptos actuales y actuar basado en las características objetivas y en las
subjetivas de los pacientes que, a pesar de inmensurables, como creencias y valores, influencian en la supervivencia y en la eficacia del
tratamiento. Nivel de evidencia I; Revisión Integrativa
Descriptores: Metástasis de la Neoplasia; Columna Vertebral; Terapéutica; Pronóstico.
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SPINAL METASTASIS: DIAGNOSIS, TREATMENT AND PROGNOSIS - INTEGRATIVE REVIEW FROM 2012 TO 2017

INTRODUCTION
With the discovery of methods for early diagnosis and innovative
treatments for cancer, there is a greater possibility of developing
metastasis. About two thirds of primary cancer cases involve metastasis and the skeletal system is the third most commonly affected
location.1-3 Spinal bone metastasis is present in 40% of patients with
neoplasia and it can spread through hematogenous, cerebrospinal
fluid, and lymphatic pathways or directly by proximity. Unfortunately,
only 10% of patients present symptoms such as pain, bone fractures, spinal cord compression, and hypercalcemia, making early
diagnosis difficult.1-10
Spinal metastasis treatments aim to reduce tumor mass, prevent
neurological losses, and reduce pain, favoring survival and quality of
life. It requires a multidisciplinary team because it is a multifaceted
disease, with different characteristics according to origin, systemic
impairment, degree of bone involvement, degree of neurological
impairment, among other factors pertinent to the organism of each
individual and to the availability of resources.8-12
Treatment is complex and is based on several multidisciplinary
therapeutic algorithms, depending on tumor involvement, patient
symptoms, and the performance status of the patient, and there is
no clear consensus on the best way to treat spinal metastases.8-12
The subject of this article is the treatment and prognosis of spinal
metastases according to the literature, aiming to identify, enumerate,
and analyze this treatment and the prognosis.

METHODS
This is an integrative review of the Virtual Health Library (VHL), a
Brazilian database with recognized reliability and free access, with inclusion criteria using neoplasm metastasis, spine, therapy, prognosis,
in the health science descriptors, in the period from 2012 to 2017, in
Portuguese, English and Spanish. The exclusion criteria were inability
to access, duplicate publications, other languages, outside of the
timeframes, and articles not related to the theme. The Impact Factor
(IF) of the literature found, as well as the Level of Evidence (LE) and
the Degree of Recommendation (DR) of each article according to the
classification of the Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine (CEBM) in
the United Kingdom, were included in the analysis.13-17

RESULTS
The initial literature total was 178 articles, of which 19 remained
after selection. (Table 1)
The 19 articles are from globally recognized periodicals with a
predominance of original (74%), research (10%), review (10%), and
experience report (6%) articles. There was a relative predominance
of foreign periodicals (58%) and the databases were MEDLINE –
Online Medical Literature Research and Analysis System of the National Library of Medicine of the United States of America (58%) and
LILACS- Latin American and Caribbean Health Sciences Literature
database (42%). The predominant IF value was less than 1 in 60%
Table 1. Association between descriptors and literature found in VHL from
2012 – 2017.
year
Descriptors Total Filter Selection

Neoplastic
metastasis
99
and spine and
therapeutic
Neoplastic
metastasis
79
and spine and
prognostic
Total
178

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

13

8

1

5

1

-

1

-

22

11

1

1

5

3

1

-

35

19

2

6

6

3

2

-
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of the literature, from 1 to 2.99 in 30% of the literature, and from 3
to 4.9 in 10% of the literature as shown in Table 2.
The validation of these articles is described in Table 3.
The thematic units and categories found are described in Table 4.

DISCUSSION
Analyzing the 19 articles found in the 2012 to 2017 timeframe, it
was verified that scientific production about the treatment and prognosis of spinal metastases continued during those years, although
there were no publications from 2017, perhaps because at the time
of the study it was only the beginning of 2018.
The fact that the articles were included in recognized periodicals
makes it possible to infer that there is a real concern for spinal
metastases among professionals, as most of the periodicals represent medical societies from different countries dedicated to this
area, and these periodicals constitute a space for the promotion of
scientific and technical knowledge, and the incentive and investment
in scientific and operational research towards continuous healthcare
quality improvement must be constant.36-39
The predominance of original articles in the literature, followed
by the publication of research, literature reviews, and experience
reports confirms the investment of professionals in the analysis of
spinal metastases, principally in the area of treatment and prognosis, in search of new alternatives that build new foundations for
actions in the field of spinal metastases. In this sense, communication and dissemination are essential to scientific progress and
they confer legitimacy and recognition for the development of tools
and the implementation of competences.40
Most of the authors are neurosurgeons, some are professors
and two are medical resident authors in this area, as well as radiotherapists and orthopedists, highlighting their concern with the growth and specificity of this area of medicine, which requires trained
human resources committed to permanent education.41,42
In this sense, it is worth noting that medical specialties are more
than a simple division of labor. They result from medical development, scientific progress, and the deepening of knowledge and they
are fundamental for patient needs in clinical situations that demand
technical capacity, in the intelligence and specific skills of the physician, and, in the case of spinal metastasis, multi-professional work
is essential for accurate decision-making.43-45
The IF of the selected articles shows that all the periodicals are
indexed at the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), published in
the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) and in Thomson Reuters, and
are therefore recognized and published internationally. Although
60% have an IF score of less than 1, it is important to note that IF
is the most used bibliometric indicator at the international level. It
receives criticism, since there is the possibility that scientific journals
try to manipulate this impact factor through the incorporation of a
greater number of systematic review articles, more cited than the
others, or encouraging self-citations, in addition to the fact that there
is generally a higher search rate for articles written in English, which
may explain the lower IF of Brazilian publications.46
The literature found in the MEDLINE and LILACS databases has
credibility because these sources are leaders in the areas of health
and medicine and both provide bodies of data that are interrelated,
that perpetuate dissemination, and that represent updated, reliable
publications from the scientific community.47
Regarding the methodology of the articles, most involve reproducible, prospective or retrospective cohort studies, aiming to enable
the reproduction of any reported phenomenon, a quality essential
for scientific status, as well as studies of case series, reviews, and
case and experience reports, which add benefits to current practices or suggest new directions by sharpening the interpretation of
knowledge and learning.48,49
Regarding the Degree of Recommendation of the articles selected, with Grade A - 26%, Grade B – 69%, and Grade D – 5%, the
achievement of Grade A or B by most of them indicates that these
articles have rigorous scientific proof to guide decision making,
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Table 2. Technical description of the selected literature.
Title

Location /
Doc. Type
Country

Periodical

IF

Year

Database

The Tokuhashi Scale has limited applicability
Oliveira MF, Barros BA, Rotta
to most patients with medullary compression
JM, Botelho RV.
18
secondary to spinal metastasis

Neuropsychiatric Archives,
Brazilian Academy of
Neurology

0.902

2013

LILACS

São Paulo /
Brazil

Original
Article

Buergy D, Siedlitzki, L, BodaOverall survival following reirradiation of
spinal metastases – independent validation of Heggemann J, Wenz, F,
19
Lohr FO.
predictive models

Radiation Oncology of
Springer Nature SciGraph

2.568

2016

MEDLINE

London /
England

Original
Article

Journal of Materials
Science: Materials in
Medicine
of the European
Society for Biomaterials.

2.325

2013

MEDLINE

London /
England

Research

British Journal of
Single center prospective study of
Joseph RN, Swift JA, Maliakal
neurosurgery of the
the efficacy of percutaneous cement
PJ.
Society of British Neurological
reinforcement in the treatment of fractures
Surgeons
with vertebral compression21

1.051

2013

MEDLINE

Abingdon /
England

Original
Article

Effectiveness of surgical intervention in the
quality of life and survival of patients with
metastatic lesions of the spine22

0.1081

2014

LILACS

São Paulo /
Brazil

Original
Article

Atanasio JMP, Neumann C,
Coluna/Columna
Nerlich M.
of the Brazilian Spine Society

0.1081

2013

LILACS

São Paulo /
Brazil

Experience
Report

Araujo JLV, Veiga JCE,
Revista Colégio Brasileiro de
Management of metastatic spinal neoplasias Figueiredo EG, Barboza VR,
Cirurgiões of the Brazilian
Daniel JW, Panagopoulos,
– an update24
College of Surgeons
AT.

0.1928

2013

LILACS

Rio de
Janeiro/Brazil

Review

Evaluation of the interobserver reproducibility
Silva HJSS, Risso Neto MI,
of a new scale for orientation of therapeutic
Pratali RR, Zuiani GR, Cavali
conduct in spinal metastases: SINS score
PTM, Veiga IG, et al.
(Spine Instability Neoplastic Score) 25

Coluna/Columna of the
Brazilian Spine Society

0.1081

2012

LILACS

São Paulo /
Brazil

Original
Article

Synthesis and characterization of calcium
phosphate incorporated with 166Ho and
153
Sm nuclides: a new biomaterial for the
treatment of spinal metastases20

Regensburg Protocol for Spinal Mestastases23

Authors

Donanzam BA, Campos TPR,
Dalmázio I, Valente ES.

Rodrigues LCL, Bortoletto A,
Matsumoto MH.

Coluna/Columna of the
Brazilian Spine Society

Current paradigms for metastatic medullary
disease: an evidence-based review26

Kaloostian PE, Yurter A,
Zadnik PL, Sciubba DM,
Gokaslan ZL.

Annals of Surgical Oncology
of the Society of Oncologic
Surgeons

4.041

2014

New York /
MEDLINE United States
of America

Review

Prognostic factors associated with the
survival of patients with symptomatic bone
metastases: retrospective cohort study of
1,043 patients27

Bollen L, Linden YM,
Pondaag W, Fiocco M,
Pattynama BPM, Marijnen
CAM, et al.

Journal of Neuro-Oncology,
the Tumor Section for
the American Ass. of
Neurological Surgeons and
Congress of Neurological
Surgeons.

7.786

2014

Boston /
MEDLINE United States
of America

Original
Article

Head and Neck
Ramadan S, Ugas MA,
Oncology Journal of the
Berwick RJ, Notay M, Cho H,
Head & Neck Optical
Jerjes W, et al.
Diagnostics Society. Head &
Neck Oncology

3.376

2012

MEDLINE

London /
England

Research

Coluna/Columna
Patients with spinal metastases submitted to Andrade Neto J, Fontes BPC,
Macedo RD, Simões CE. of the Brazilian Spine Society
neurology decompression and stabilization29

0.1081

2016

LILACS

São Paulo /
Brazil

Original
Article

Coluna/Columna
of the Brazilian Spine Society

0.1081

2015

LILACS

São Paulo /
Brazil

Original
Article

Orthopaedics &
Traumatology:
Surgery & Research of
the French Society for
Orthopaedic Surgery and
Traumatology

1.468

2015

Issy les
MEDLINE Moulineaus, /
France

3.236

2015

MEDLINE

Spinal metastasis in thyroid cancer28

Score evaluation in decision-making in spinal
metastases30

Ferreira MVO, Ueta RHS,
Curto DD, Puertas, EB.

Tokuhashi Score and other prognostic factors Eap C, Tardieux E, Goasgen
in 260 patients with surgery for spinal
O, Bennis S, Mireau E,
metastases31
Delalande B, et al.

Clinical oncology
Switlyk MD, Kongsgaard U,
Prognostic factors in patients with
of the Faculty of Clinical
symptomatic spinal metastases and normal Skjeldal S, Hald JK, Hole KH,
Oncology the Royal College
Knutstad, K, et al.
neurological function32
of Radiologists

London /
England

Number of Extra-spinal Organs with
Metastases: prognosis of patients with
metastatic compression of the spinal cord
according to the number of extra-spinal
organs involved33

Clinical Neurology
and Neurosurgery the
Rades D, Weber A, Karstens Nederlandse Vereniging van
JH, Schild SE, Bartscht, T.
Neurochirurgen
Nederlandse Vereniging voor
Neurologie

1.381

2014

MEDLINE

The Oswestry Risk Index: an aid in the
treatment of metastatic spinal disease34

Balain B, Jaiswal A, Trivedi The Bone & Joint Journal of
JM, Eisenstein SM, Kuiper the British Editorial Society of
JH, Jaffray, DC.
Bone & Joint Surgery

2.953

2013

MEDLINE

International Journal of
Folkert MR, Bilsky, MH, Tom
Results and toxicity for image-guided
Radiation Oncology, Biology
hypofractionated stereotactic radiosurgery for AK, Oh J, Alektiar KM, Laufer
and Physics, the Elsevier
I, et al.
metastatic spinal sarcomas35
Science

0.250

2014

Greenburgh/
MEDLINE United States
of America

Amsterdam /
Holland

London /
England

Original
Article

Original
Article

Original
Article

Original
Article
Original
Article
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Table 3. Validation of the selected literature and the levels of evidence.
Title

Objective(s)

The Tokuhashi Scale has limited
To evaluate the number of
applicability to most patients with completed Tokuhashi Scoring
medullary compression secondary System (TSS) until a therapeutic
to spinal metastasis18
decision is made
To validate the available survival
Overall survival following
forecasting tools in a group of
reirradiation of spinal metastases
patients submitted to reirradiation
– independent validation of
of spinal metastases in a single
predictive models19
institution

Method

Case Series

Evidence Data

LE

TSS survival prognosis requires time and technological and financial
resources. In urgent treatment of spinal metastases it is impossible to
fill out the TSS due to urgency. It was sustained that the criteria for a
3B
surgical decision should be based on clinical and neurological disorders
instead of on prognostic scales.

DR

B

Case Series

The estimate of reirradiation survival used by the radio-oncologist:
primary tumor, central nervous system metastases, and general
metastatic load – little efficacy compared to SPT-Nieder that uses the
KPS-Karnofsky Performance Status index, liver metastases and steroid
use. SPT-Nieder higher prognostic precision, but the item pleural
effusion was not correlated in the study.

3B

B

Synthesis and characterization of
calcium phosphate incorporated
with 166Ho and 153Sm nuclides: a
new biomaterial for the treatment
of spinal metastases20

To summarize and characterize
bioceramics based on calcium
orthophosphates incorporated
with holmium (166Ho) and
samarium (153Sm)

Non-living
experimental
model

Radiovertebroplasty with use of radioactive bone cement, calcium
orthophosphate Ho/Sm bioceramics and computational dosimetry in
the 166Ho model. Therapeutic doses in the lesion less than 10% of
the normally used radiotherapy dose. I uphold that the treatment will
promote tumor control, less incidence of damage, and clinical studies
should be conducted to validate risks, benefits, and indications.

5

D

Single center prospective study
of the efficacy of percutaneous
cement reinforcement in the
treatment of fractures with
vertebral compression21

To evaluate prospectively patients
with fractures with vertebral
compression using an 11-point
visual analog scale for pain and
the Qualeffo-41 quality of life
questionnaire

Single center
prospective

The use of percutaneous cement reinforcement is safe and effective
in the treatment of spinal fractures with painful compression related to
osteoporosis, trauma, and cancer, achieving rapid and significant pain
reduction and improved physical function, measured by a visual analog
scale and the Qualeffo-41 questionnaire

1C

A

Effectiveness of surgical
intervention in the quality of life
and survival of patients with
metastatic lesions of the spine22

To evaluate the quality of life
of patients with metastatic
spinal lesions, observing pain,
neurological profile, and survival

Prospective

Surgery does not influence patient survival, except in patients with
neurological deficit with poor prognosis. Treatment of the metastatic
lesion is many times palliative, but patients present neurological
improvement justifying surgical intervention. The neurological deficit
involves worsening of the prognosis

2C

B

Experience
Report

The Regensburg Protocol assesses spinal instability, neurological
deficit, survival greater than 6 months, possibility of resection of
the metastasis. If positive, perform embolization, resection of the
metastasis, implants for stabilization. If negative, percutaneous surgical
techniques only for pain control: vertebroplasty, kyphoplasty, or it is
not performed due to risk of death. Individualized surgical treatment:
conditions of the patients, neurological deficit, spinal instability, and
survival rate

3B

B

Treatment of spinal metastasis should be individualized and
multidisciplinary: neurosurgeons, oncologists, oncologic surgeons,
radiotherapists, physiatrists, pain specialists, psychologist among others.
Literature Review The rational choice of the therapeutic modality should be based on
3A
the clinical and neurological condition of the patient, life expectancy,
degree of spinal impairment, histological type of the neoplasia, and
desire of the patient and the family.

B

The SINS is applicable in Brazil. Divergence between the evaluations in
terms of the stability of lesions before and after the application of SINS.
1A
However, the therapeutic conduct was not modified for this new score.
The SINS has moderate interobserver reproducibility.

A

Surgical oncology developing change in the management of surgical
To review decision-making
Current paradigms for metastatic
Evidence-based patients with metastatic tumors. Greater vision: tumor biology, of the
3A
medullary disease: an evidence- strategies that determine the most
review
surgical approaches, oncology by radiation instrumentation, stereotactic
effective treatment options.
based review26
radiosurgery, and intensity-modulated radiation therapy

B

To identify prognostic factors
Prognostic factors associated
with the survival of patients with associated with survival in patients
with symptomatic SBM and to
symptomatic bone metastases:
retrospective cohort study of create a validated risk stratification
model.
1,043 patients27

1C

A

Administer radioiodine I-131 & surgery. Associate SET (selective
To analyze management options
embolization therapy), bisphosphonates, VEGFR (vascular endothelial
proposed in the literature and
growth factor receptors) inhibitors. Young patient surgery: radiotherapy
the recommendations that can
Systematic
verify SET or cytotoxic chemotherapy. VEGFR useful non-aggressive
3A
improve the prognosis of patients literature review
disease, bisphosphonate palliation / SET. Necessary studies on the
with spinal metastases of thyroid
combination of therapies. Ideal future interception in the molecular
carcinomas.
pathways of the tumor genes to prevent dissemination. Current surgery
more logical – but not curative, palliative

B

To show the spinal metastasis
treatment protocol of the
Regensburg Protocol for Spinal
23
University Hospital of Regensburg,
Mestastases
Germany.

Management of metastatic spinal
neoplasias – an update24

To find out about therapeutic
modalities in spinal metastasis

To evaluate the impact on
Evaluation of the interobserver
conduct and quantify the
reproducibility of a new scale for
interobserver reproducibility of
orientation of therapeutic conduct
the SINS score. In addition, to
in spinal metastases: SINS score
determine its applicability in our
(Spine Instability Neoplastic
environment.
Score)25

Spinal metastasis in thyroid
cancer28

Retrospective
reproducibility
study

Retrospective
single center
cohort

Patients with spinal metastases To analyze surgery of metastases,
Retrospective /
arthrodesis / pedicle screws via
submitted to neurology
case series
29
isolated posterior approach.
decompression and stabilization
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The Frankel scale: not for spinal metastases. Created three-variable
flowchart – clinical profile; KPS index, visceral and/or cerebral
metastases, their marked use favorable clinical patient profile. Use
flowchart comparing efficiency of treatment modalities, radiotherapy
center, and quality of life

Surgery through arthrodesis / pedicular instrumentation /
decompression brings significant clinical benefits, improved pain and
neurological profiles.

3B

B
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Title

Objective(s)

Method

Evidence Data

LE

DR

Score evaluation in decisionmaking in spinal metastases30

To evaluate the intra- and
interobserver concordance of the
SINS, Harrington, Tokuhashi, and
Tomita scores.

Retrospective
reproducibility
study

Predictive instability scores – Harrington, prognostic – Tomita, have
higher intra- and interobserver reliability among spinal surgeons with
more than 10 years of experience. The SINS score – election for daily
practice and the most frequent capable of modifying the conduct.

1A

A

Used the Oswestry questionnaire, the Frankel et al. Scale, Tokuhashi
score, VAS score, criteria of Panjabi et al., Kostuik criteria. Concluded
early diagnosis of spinal metastases through action of multidisciplinary
team, pain must be valued especially with weight loss and progressive
1C
worsening. Surgery depends on clinical conditions, degree of instability,
and tumor location. The surgery does not influence patient survival,
except in neurological deficit. Surgery is palliative – less pain and neural
protection

A

To evaluate the impact of the
Effectiveness of surgical
surgical treatment of spinal epidural
intervention in the quality of life and
metastatic lesions on the quality of
survival of patients with metastatic
life, pain improvement, and survival
22
lesions of the spine.
of the patients

Prospective
observational

To evaluate the performance of
the Tokuhashi score in a cohort
of 260 patients and to look for
other variables that can improve
the forecasting of results prior to
surgery.

Retrospective
single center
cohort

It supports the validity and reproducibility of Tokuhashi. Our discovery
that less time for the diagnosis of metastases and age ≥ 70 year also
were significantly associated with survival in our populations; suggests
additional effort to improve and update the Tokuhashi score.

2B

B

Cohort study

Predictive factors: primary cancer site, KPS, albumin level, number of
visceral metastases, and analgesic use. The pretreatment albumin level
is an important predictor in calculating the survival rate and determining
treatment. Use of analgesics at the onset of treatment significant factor 2B
in results as well as chemotherapy use. Multivariate analysis may make
the scoring more universal and suitable for all patients with metastases,
regardless of treatment received.

B

Retrospective
cohort

Eight prognostic factors were investigated: age, sex, ECOG (Eastern
Cooperative Oncology Group) performance status, primary tumor type,
number of vertebrae involved, interval between cancer diagnosis and
Radiotherapy (RT), pre-RT clinical status, and time to development of
motor deficits. New studies are recommended. The number of extraspinal organs with metastases is an independent prognostic factor for
the survival of MSCC patients.

2B

B

Prospective
cohort

Tokuhashi, Tomita, and Bauer exhaustive. The Oswestry Spinal Risk
Index (OSRI), simple summation of two elements: primary tumor
pathology (PTP) and general condition (GC): OSRI = PTP + (2 - GC),
simple point system predicts life expectancy and may be useful in the
treatment of spinal metastasis.

2B

B

Retrospective
cohort

In most of series of metastatic spinal sarcomas of the study imageguided single fraction stereotactic radiosurgery demonstrated minimal
toxicity and excellent local control.

2B

B

Tokuhashi Score and other
prognostic factors in 260
patients with surgery for spinal
metastases31

To evaluate potential prognostic
Prognostic factors in patients with factors to predict survival after
radiotherapy in patients with
symptomatic spinal metastases
and normal neurological function32 painful spinal metastases and
normal neurological function.
Number of Extra-spinal Organs
To investigate the survival
with Metastases: prognosis
prognosis of patients with
of patients with metastatic
metastatic spinal cord
compression of the spinal cord
compression (MSCC) with extraaccording to the number of extraspinal involvement
spinal organs involved33
The Oswestry Risk Index: an aid in To verify whether the Oswestry
the treatment of metastatic spinal Risk Index is applicable to spinal
metastatic disease
disease34
Results and toxicity for imageguided hypofractionated
stereotactic radiosurgery for
metastatic spinal sarcomas35

To investigate whether
hypofractionated (HF) or single
fraction (SF) image-guided
stereotactic radiosurgery (IG-SRS)
can effectively control the lesions.

summarizing the research available on the treatment and prognosis
of spinal metastasis. The only article with Recommendation Grade
D deals with a bold proposal yet untested in humans and equally
important to the production of knowledge.50,51
The categories “prognostic scales and/or clinical evaluation
scales” in the “treatment decision” thematic unit highlight that professionals should ally the scales with the institutional resources, the
professional experience, and above all with the holistic view of the
patient, with their acquiescence to treatment and the tangible benefits of that treatment for the patients. This finding agrees with other
scholars who affirm that treatment should not be based solely on
scales, but also on the individual characteristics of each patient.52,53
The scales discussed in the articles selected are the KPS classification, the original or adapted scores of Frankel, Harrington,
Tomita, Tokuhashi, Bauer, Chow, Enneking, ECOG, the criteria of
Panjabi et al., the criteria of Kostuik, the spinal instability neoplastic
score (SINS), the LANSS pain scale and/or the visual analog scale
(VAS) for pain, and the original survival prediction tool (SPT) or that
envisioned by Nieder.19,22,27,30-32,35
In addition to these scales, there are others that can be used in the
evaluation of patients with spinal metastases, adding more detailed
aspects and with a multidisciplinary view of the patient centered on
functional capacity, functional independence/physical performance,
on the presence of comorbidities, the quality of life and satisfaction, on
the presence of depression and mood disorders, on functional activity
to return to work, but, due to Brazilian sociocultural peculiarities, the
results may not be fully applicable in their entirety.19,25,54-68

Another aspect to be mentioned is that a decision centered only
on prognostic scales can often produce inhuman situations for the
patients and their families, characterizing for them a feeling of abandonment and discredit. In one study, patients who scored between
0 and 8 on the modified Tokuhashi scale and who normally would
not have been operated on because of poor prognosis, underwent
surgery and had a longer survival than expected from the score,
showing the benefit of investing in patients with worse prognoses.64
In this context, despite the numerous scales available to assist
with therapeutic indications and their validity in determining the prognosis in treatment of spinal metastasis, a multidisciplinary team is
essential to evaluate individual patient factors that go beyond the
physical area, such as functional performance, neurological deficit,
spinal instability, psychological and emotional state, involving their
uniqueness, their values, and their beliefs.66,67,69-71
The thematic unit “types of treatment” in spinal metastases includes the minimally invasive and traditional categories, the former
being predominantly cited.
The treatment is associated with the diagnosis of the spinal
metastases with the investigation of the symptoms present in
10% of patients:
• Pain: In 83-95% of the patients, pain precedes the development of
other neurological symptoms by weeks or months. Localized pain is
the result of intrabone pressure and, with the evolution of bone changes, pain is precipitated by movement (mechanical pain) or involves
the nerve endings through compression of the spinal cord causing
the often acute pain that follows the path of the compromised nerve
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Table 4. Literature by Thematic Unit and Categories.
TU

Category

Literature Title
Evaluation of the interobserver reproducibility of a new scale for orientation of therapeutic conduct in spinal metastases: SINS
score (Spine Instability Neoplastic Score)25
Effectiveness of surgical intervention in the quality of life and survival of patients with metastatic lesions of the spine22
Tokuhashi Score and other prognostic factors in 260 patients with surgery for spinal metastases31
Prognostic factors associated with the survival of patients with symptomatic bone metastases: retrospective cohort study of
Prognostic
1,043 patients27
Scales
Prognostic
factors
in
patients
with
symptomatic
spinal metastases and normal neurological function32
Treatment
Decision
Score evaluation in decision-making in spinal metastases30
Number of Extra-spinal Organs with Metastases: prognosis of patients with metastatic compression of the spinal cord
according to the number of extra-spinal organs involved33
The Oswestry Risk Index: an aid in the treatment of metastatic spinal disease34
The
Tokuhashi
Scale
has
limited applicability to most patients with medullary compression secondary to spinal metastasis18
Clinical
Regensburg Protocol for Spinal Mestastases23
Neurological
Evaluation
Management of metastatic spinal neoplasias – an update24
Literature Title
TU
Category
Synthesis and characterization of calcium phosphate incorporated with 166Ho and 153Sm nuclides: a new biomaterial for the
treatment of spinal metastases20
Single center prospective study of the efficacy of percutaneous cement reinforcement in the treatment of fractures with
vertebral compression21
Regensburg
Protocol for Spinal Mestastases23
Minimally
Current
paradigms
for
metastatic
medullary disease: an evidence-based review26
invasive
Types of
Spinal metastasis in thyroid cancer28
Treatment
Patients with spinal metastases submitted to neurology decompression and stabilization29
Prognostic factors in patients with symptomatic spinal metastases and normal neurological function32
Results and toxicity for image-guided hypofractionated stereotactic radiosurgery for metastatic spinal sarcomas35
Regensburg Protocol for Spinal Mestastases23
Traditional
Management of metastatic spinal neoplasias – an update24
Overall survival following reirradiation of spinal metastases – independent validation of predictive models19
Single center prospective study of the efficacy of percutaneous cement reinforcement in the treatment of fractures with
vertebral compression21
Higher
Prognostic Scale
Tokuhashi Score and other prognostic factors in 260 patients with surgery for spinal metastases31
Probability
Effectiveness
Prognostic factors in patients with symptomatic spinal metastases and normal neurological function32
The Oswestry Risk Index: an aid in the treatment of metastatic spinal disease34
Lower Probability The Tokuhashi Scale has limited applicability to most patients with medullary compression secondary to spinal metastasis18

root (radicular pain), in addition to the possibility of referred pain in
a location distant from the metastases in cases of lumbar spinal
cord compression. For localized pain, non-steroidal or steroidal anti-inflammatories are used. For radicular pain, interlaminar or transforaminal epidural steroid injections are usually applied. In mechanical
pain, it recommended to stabilize the spine as conventional or minimally invasive arthrodesis, vertebroplasty, kyphoplasty, stereotactic
radiosurgery or surgery traditional as vertebrectom.7,29,72-84
• Fracture: Sometimes fractures are the first symptom associated
with pain. The thoracolumbar region is the most frequent site of
spinal fractures. The treatment can be radiotherapy, conventional
or minimally invasive arthrodesis, vertebroplasty, kyphoplasty, stereotactic radiosurgery or traditional surgery.85-90
• Spinal cord compression: 5 to 10% of patients have spinal cord
compression. Usually there is a report of lumbar or cervical pain,
paresthesia, loss of physical strength in the area of the body below
the tumor, difficulties with mobility of the upper or lower limbs depending on its location leading to paraplegia or quadriplegia, and
difficulties with urinary (incontinence or retention) and intestinal (fecal
incontinence) function. It demands immediate attention through the
administration of corticosteroids, radiopharmaceuticals, or radiotherapy. Decompression surgery is indicated when the affected area
was previously submitted to unsuccessful radiotherapy or when
there was neurological deterioration during the radiotherapy procedure, and when the spine is unstable and there are not multiple
zones of compression, vertebroplasty, kyphoplasty, or stereotactic
radiosurgery can be performed.72,78-81
• Hypercalcemia is present in 20 to 44% of patients (release of calcium from bone destruction), characterized by the progressive decline
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of cognitive ability, stupor, and coma, as well as polyuria, anorexia,
nausea, and vomiting, which undiagnosed can lead to death. Treatment is essential to providing the patient the possibility of undergoing
treatment directed at the neoplasia. Calcium should be avoided whether in parenteral nutrition or present in medications, sedatives should
be reduced to improve the level of consciousness, and hydration and
expansion of circulating volume should be achieved. Other treatments
include phosphate repositioning, administration of glucocorticoids to
reduce intestinal absorption, and antiresorptive medications, such as
bisphosphonates like zoledronic acid.73,82-85
The diagnosis should also be conducted using imaging exams, such as X-rays, magnetic fields, or radioactive substances.
The X-ray can show signs of dissemination of the disease to the
bones in osteolytic or lytic metastases, due to destruction of
the bone. Osteoblastic or blastic metastases appear as darker
gray-white areas in the bone image, because due to the non-reabsorption of bone the area of bone appears denser. X-rays
can also show fractures in bones weakened by metastases. Bone
scintigraphy shows the presence (or not) of bone metastases, as
areas of bone damage appear as dark spots in the image of the
skeleton. In addition to these, there are computed tomography
and/or magnetic resonance with and without contrast, positron
emission tomography or PET scan, which enables detection of
whether the cancer has spread to the lymph nodes or to other
body structures and organs, and also needle or incisional biopsy, and laboratory tests of tumor markers, calcium and alkaline
phosphatase, and N-telopeptide (urine).82-86
The predominance of articles in the literature on minimally invasive surgical procedures in the treatment of spinal metastases agrees
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with the current trends that also consider this treatment the most
appropriate for local control of the disease, improved performance
and neurological function, and pain control, with minimal possibility
of morbidity.4,69,75,79,87,90,91
The most commonly used minimally invasive techniques are
vertebroplasty, kyphoplasty, and stereotactic radiosurgery. Vertebroplasty consists of a percutaneous injection of fast-fixing bone
cement inside the vertebral body, whereas kyphoplasty involves the
prior dilatation of the collapsed vertebral body to form a cavity that
allows the introduction of the cement with gradual pressure. These
procedures are performed under the guidance of radioscopy or
computed tomography. These techniques successfully stabilize the
vertebral body with pain relief in 75% to 85% of patients.24,73,74,92,93
Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) of the bone is an emerging technique that involves the administration of high doses of radiation
to a given region, in a single treatment fraction or in a few fractions,
and is a safe and effective treatment modality for small, well-defined
tumors, in addition to having advantages for the patient of low toxicity risk, and reduction of the number of visits for treatment and
the associated costs. It involves a specific multidisciplinary decision
for each patient, especially with radio-resistant tumors like sarcoma,
melanoma, renal cell carcinoma, non-small-cell lung cancer, and
carcinoma of the colon.93-97
Another aspect to be considered in the treatment of spinal metastases is the protocol of the North American hospital, the Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, used to determine the ideal therapy
for patients based on four fundamental evaluations: Neurological,
Oncological, Mechanical Stability, and Systemic Disease (NOMS),
not cited in the articles selected for this study.98
In the neurological aspect of NOMS, the presence of neurological deficit with signs of myelopathy and radiculopathy and the
degree of spinal cord compression are evaluated. In the oncological area, the characteristics of the tumor and its susceptibility
to radiotherapy are studied. In mechanical instability, the SINS is
used, and the presence of fractures is verified in order to consider
the need for vertebroplasty, kyphoplasty, or traditional surgery. The
systemic aspect seeks to identify the extent of the disease and
comorbidities, verifying tolerance to treatment. Thus, the expected
overall survival of the patient is based on the extent of the disease
and the histology of the tumor.98,99
The objective of NOMS is to provide a dynamic infrastructure
for the treatment of spinal metastases with the ability to incorporate advances in interventionist radiology, radiation, medical
oncology, and surgical techniques to optimize patient outcomes.
In addition, NOMS provides a single language for all the professionals, since as these treatment decisions become more complex,

an evidence-based, multidisciplinary approach, including oncologists, physicians, radiation oncologists, surgeons, interventionists,
and pain specialists is necessary.97,98
Regarding the thematic unit “prognostic scale effectiveness”, in
the articles found there is a predominantly greater probability that
these scales indicate the survival of patients with bone metastases
more accurately, even though they are many times exhaustive because they involve various measures and time availability, which led
one of the articles to advise against the use of scales.97-99
However, the use of scales is useful and essential as it often
helps professionals to broaden their ability to predict cancer patient
survival, although this expectancy is relative and may be lengthened
or shortened, regardless of the clinical experience of the professional
or the overall knowledge about the patient.100

CONCLUSION
By conducting this study, it was possible to identify, enumerate,
and analyze articles that address the treatment and prognosis of
spinal metastases. The fact that there were 19 articles shows that
there is research and scientific production in this area. The thematic
units and their categories, treatment decision – prognostic scales
or clinical neurological evaluation, types of treatment – minimally
invasive or traditional, and prognostic scale effectiveness, provide
insight into the different possibilities for patient assessment and their
applicability in practice.
When making the diagnosis, planning the treatment, and establishing a prognosis, the professional should be aware and deliberate
actions based on the objective and the essentially subjective characteristics of the patients, such as beliefs and values, which though
immeasurable, influence survival and the efficacy of the treatment.
This study leads to reflection about the treatment of spinal metastases, shedding light on scientific production. The decision about
treatment should be based individually on the understanding of
each surgeon and of the clinical situation of each patient and the
greater the knowledge acquired, the lower the risk and the greater
the benefits for the patient, affecting the positive prognosis.
It is up to the professional to care for these patients with optimism and determination, understanding that cancer and its metastases may involve finitude, but it is common for all human beings and
should be experienced with dignity, comfort, and respect.

All authors declare no potential conflict of interest related to
this article.
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